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ABSTRACT   

Normally Identifying  trespassers in edges, an autonomous keen Robot is used to deflect it. Our edges expand an 

enormous number of miles and henceforth our troopers won't have all probability to give absolute security. 

Unlawful development, sneaking and managing in drugs and arms can be foreseen, if the edges are checked. 

Every organization gives more noteworthy requirement for periphery security. As development increases new 

Risks and perilsrise towards national security. 

To improve the periphery security, sensor development and PC Unit combined powered can be used to take  

care of it. In our undertaking a self-administering astute robot is used which is updated with a video 

observation camera for perceiving the trespasser, enlighten near to control unit and to check whether an 

intruder is recognized and fire if principal. PIR development sensor is used for perceiving the trespassers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the technology is getting advanced day by day, developers on robotics are mainly focusing on development 

and designing of autonomous or automated and movable robots for unstructured and natural environment. The 

main objective of this robot is to provide important functions such as RESCUE,SECURITY and 

SURVEllLANCE. Also these robots are equipped are places where humans are not capable of doing any sort 

operation. An internet based intelligent robot security system detects trespasser using the technology of face 

recognizing which captures the picture of the people or object who are unauthorized to enter a particular area , 

simultaneously the smart robot will alert the security guards through the help of a loud alarm covering a given 

predefined range. 

This kind of robot can be operated in 2 modes :- 

 

1) AUTOMATED MODE: A mode where the robot itself recognizes the people and automatically fire s the 

enemies without waitingfor  any commands from the control department. 

2) MANUAL MODE : A mode where the robot detects the person and waits for the command before firing or 

carrying any function forward.  
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II.  PROPOSED WORK 

 

(a). Android Application:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Modules in Android Application. 
 
Three main modules:  
 
1. An android platform enables providing notifications to the users through message alerts which helps them in 

identifying any sort of changes happening in the surrounding. 

2. Camera technology captures the picture image of unauthorized behavior to a fixed limit and store s them in a 

memory for further processing and decision making. 

3. Mailing module expands the communication to happen over a long distance , that is sending the visual 

information about the scenario to the predefined email ID. 

 

(b) AUTONOMOUS ROBOT 

A Robot along with certain sensors and actuators is combined to achieve a set of goals. . sensor  uses  their 

resources (for instance vision, contact, smell) to test the environment . The ensuing information, when in doubt 

furthermore overhauled by the information open from internal states (in perspective on present minute or whole 

deal memory), is set up in the psyche, as often as possible achieving a movement did by the device , with the use 

of its limbs. Additionally, robots gain information of the earth, using their sensors. The information is set up in 

the robot's central unit. , Including at least one processors, realizing motor banners that are sent to the actuators 

(for instance motors) of the robot. In this course, the issue of giving robots the limit of making prudent, smart 

decisions will be central. Hence, the improvement of robotized minds is the rule point of the course. In any case, 

a mechanical personality can't work in separation: It needs material information sources, and it must make 

motor yield to affect challenges in nature. Thusly, while it is the maker's view that the essential test in 
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contemporary apply self-sufficiency lies with the progression of mechanized cerebrums, thought of the genuine 

gear, for instance sensors, processors, motors, etc., is certainly basic as well. 

 

(c) PIR SENSOR 

Pir sensor is a sensor which keeps on sensing for the changes in its surrounding accordance of 

 infrared radiation impacting upon it, which generally  depending upon the temperature and surface 

characteristics of the things before the sensor. There will changes in sensor voltage as it is moved towards or 

away from the radiating energy sensor changes over the consequent change in the moving toward infrared 

radiation into an alteration in the yield voltage, and this triggers the recognizable proof. Objects of similar 

temperature gives  exceptional surface characteristics may in like manner has another infrared radiation model 

 
(d) Fire Sensor 

Fire sensor is a sensor which is used to sense smoke nor heat.It is manufactured in a way where as it 

senses nor detects the smoke or heat from a certain distance it response by alerting how we r 

programmed to work  
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III.  Working of Military Pod 

The setup for the military case incorporates a Raspberry Pi Zero [*] and a camera. OpenCV is an open source 

python library of capacities primarily went for ongoing PC vision. OpenCV is introduced on to the Raspberry 

Pi. The speed of preparing is absolutely reliant on the RAM of the Pi.  

Preceding utilizing the PC vision setup, it must be first encouraged with preparing information. The Pi can be 

customized to caution the client when it perceives individuals (in the event of observation and pursuit missions) 

or some other items. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV.  THE HARDWARE SETUP 

 

The Raspberry Pi is a series of small multi functional single board . The organization behind the raspberry Pi 

consists of two arms. And is used for multi functional digital projects for example robotics. It consist of 4usb 

ports and are used for multiple connections and multiple functional purpose 
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 Interfacing with the camera is also an add on feature along with the audio jack for audio alerts. 

Raspberry Pi uses Raspbian OS which is different from others. Power of Rasberrypi is from 1.5 to 6.7  

V. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Table: 4.1 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENT SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 

 

1. Raspberry PI 

2. DC motor 

3. DC motor driver circuit 

4. Buzzer 

5. Camera 

6. P I r sensor 

7. Speaker 

8. S D formatter 

 

1. Win32disk imager 

2. Advanced I p scanner 

3. Putty 

4. Python 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

An android mobile phone is interfaced for security . Here we are designed for short range where the pir sensor in 

real time can be used for longer range. The range and security features were cultivated through the   Usage of 

the web in the PDA. The system has the ability to send mail alert to decided number of the security work drive 

and to the android flexible which is on the robot when PIR development sensor distinguishes intruder. PIR 

development sensor is related with one of the stick on the data port of LPC2103 and depending upon sensor 

banner status; when it is high, LPC2103 sends the control banner to rasberrypie in order to send mail alert After 

the get-together of the mail application in the android flexible gets activated which in turns snaps the photo of 

the intruder and exchange that image with the predefined  email id. Plan and headway of better battery 

fortification structure can be joined for the future work. Updates like video spouting could similarly be another 

point of view for future work. This work could in like manner be extended to Nuclear Power Plant to constrain 

trespassers from accomplishing a restricted area 
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